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SUPER THURSDAY MORE SUPERFLUOUS THAN ANYTHING
The second edition of the Bank of England’s curiously named press release once again failed to set pulses racing. Unsurprisingly, interest rates were 
kept on hold at their record low of 0.5 per cent, but worryingly UK growth and inflation forecasts were both cut through to 2017. The ultra-dovish stance 
coming out of Threadneedle Street is puzzling, especially considering that UK workers have nearly enjoyed a full calendar year of real wage growth. 
Moreover, the UK economy is supported almost entirely by the growth of the services sector where inflation sits at 2.5 per cent year-on-year.

The most painstaking question now for BoE policymakers is that of China. Previous concerns over falling oil prices have been largely forgotten about 
as the slowdown in the world’s second-largest economy takes precedence. The validity of economic data released by Beijing may be up for debate, but 
it does appear that the well-documented Chinese consumer is still as hungry as ever for Apple iPhones, Starbucks frappes and Nike running shoes, if 
the latest corporate earnings are anything to go by.

UK: OCTOBER PMI DATA TRENDS UPWARDS
The latest Markit/CIPS UK services purchasing managers’ index shows that British 
services companies rebounded strongly from their 28-month low in September. The 

data reveals the PMI for services increased to 54.9, up from 53.3, and still well above the 50-
mark which separates expansion from contraction. The UK economy is highly skewed towards 
the performance of the services sector, where over three quarters of domestic business activity 
is derived. The reading for manufacturing was also up, rising sharply to 55.5 in October, up from 
51.8 in the previous month, aided by strong domestic demand and growing overseas sales.

Elsewhere, the fallout from the Volkswagen emissions scandal earlier this year has crippled UK 
sales, which have fallen by nearly 10 per cent since its onset. The slump in deals for VW is hardly 
surprising however it probably won’t be until mid-2016 that the picture becomes clearer. Even 
so, credit rating agency Moody’s jumped on the newest allegations relating to illegal defeat 
devices fitted into VW-owned Porsches, downgrading VW’s rating by one notch to A3.
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EU: MODEST BLOC RECOVERY TO CONTINUE
The European Union has forecasted a “modest pace” of recovery in 2016 owing to 
continued low oil prices, the weaker euro supporting exporters and the possibility of 

an expansion of the existing quantitative easing programme. The fragmented economic nature 
of the 28 member bloc means that growth will be uneven, but should collectively rise over the 
next year according to European commissioner Pierre Moscovici. Whilst the EU is projected to 
grow 1.9 per cent in 2016, unemployment should continue to fall steadily across the bloc.

In other news, the EU’s problem child Greece has approved a bill through parliament which 
agrees to the implementation of reforms set out by international creditors. The decision comes 
ahead of a meeting of Eurozone finance ministers to determine whether the country is eligible 
for further financial aid. Greece has been told it must overhaul its banking system by the end of 
the year whilst Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras has made talks on debt relief a primary concern 
also. The total bailout package agreed to at the start of the year could be worth up to €86bn.

JAPAN: LARGEST IPO IN 2015 LAUNCHES
The country’s largest employer, Japan Post, underwent an initial public offering 
on Wednesday to the tune of some $12bn raised. The main company along with its 

banking and insurance arms were listed separately, with shares leaping between 15 and 55 per 
cent as retail investors expressed no lack of readiness to snap up the year’s largest IPO. Despite 
their impressive debut, all three holdings had declined by the close of trading on Friday. 

Nevertheless, the share sale is an essential part to the success of the Abenomics programme. 
The Japanese are renowned for having vast saving pools held in bank deposits, but a carrot 
and stick approach offered by Prime Minister Mr Abe is undoubtedly a big gamble. Official data 
made available before the Japan Post IPO reveal that only 11 per cent of Japanese household 
wealth is tied up in equities, with 30 per cent of subscribers to it being first time share owners. 
Increased share ownership will aim to heed a boost in consumer spending, a move vital to grow 
the country’s stagnant nominal GDP, which has stood roughly at ¥500tn for the past 20 years.
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